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Figures and Silhouettes 

 

In the bronze sculpture La Belle Epoque (1967), Igael Tumarkin piles industrial machine 

parts atop a golden female mannequin. The objects, which encumber the thin and 

armless figure, appear in opposition to the elevation of her body, perched on tiptoe with 

her head turned upward, away from the viewer. The hatching of the machine parts out of 

the widely open insides seals the fate of the surrealistic combination of woman and 

machine in Tumarkin's sculpture. The downward flow is echoed also by the cascade of 

bells falling from the edges of the pile, homage to the extravagant women's hats of the 

'beautiful era' in fin de siècle Europe. 

 

The metallic and the golden also inform the drawing works of Arik Miranda, who veils 

the stern face of a girl from the pages of a magazine, and maneuvers with precision 

between free hand gestures and graphical shapes. Who is the sad young maid? Why 

does she look so desolate? On the surface of her experience, which is limited to the 

glossy confines of the page, Miranda's drawing action, a self-attestation to his presence, 

spreads out towards the adjacent wall. 

 

The girl's distress seemingly corresponds with the abundance that Yehuda Porbuchrai 

injects into the figure of the boy in two paintings from 1986, during the years the artist 

spent in New York. The various symbols, animate and inanimate, present a confusion of 

possibilities for self-identity, and through them we become party to the boy's thoughts 

and doubts. 

 

In the ink-and-watercolor drawings of Lothar Hempel we find: young people at the 

entrance to a discotheque, a brilliant thinker, an actor, a zombie-girl and a cat-man, the 

Egyptian god Anubis, a pair of female performance artists, and figures in profile watching, 

pondering, shedding and assuming form. Can you find yourself among them? 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Above the green couch hangs a portrait of the artist Moshe Prupes, in an early painting 

from 1948 by artist Lea Nikel. Through flat direct brushstrokes in bold hues Nikel projects 

onto the canvas the stylish figure of the artist gazing straight at her. We may identify here 

the insights of her two years at the 'Studia' under the guidance of Avigdor Stematsky, as 

well as the anticipation of the departure to Paris, which Nikel would undertake in 1950. 

 

Bringing the Showroom to a close is the Sand Woman by artist Yaron Attar. Like 

Tumarkin's mannequin, her insides are leaking downward, and like it also she accepts 

the artist's verdict, to be assimilated into the surroundings. Enjoy your viewing. 
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